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The realization of the goals has appeared impossible due to many reasons. The durable
and fair world on a planet has not been established, even during carrying out of Olympic Games.
Military actions in Palestine, Iraq, Afghanistan, Libya, Tunis, Egypt, Syria and other states were
incompatible with realization of the goals. Mechanisms of achievement of overall goals have not
found due development and an embodiment in actual world politics. Kyoto Protocol has not been
ratified by the USA since 1997, Canada has left it later, and Afghanistan hasn’t signed it from
the beginning. Summarizing results on the realization of the Declaration for the last 13 years
were highlighted by international experts annually not at the highest level.
Proposals on creation of harmonious system of a world order:
1. Maintenance to the states of an actual security in the form of self-dissolution of OTAN, as
infringer of balance of military forces for the last a quarter of a century, and
перепрофилирование human resources on creative objectives.
2. Development, adoption and compliance with new international standards on conservation
of the nature and climate on the Earth.
3. Transition from crisis-passive and militant type of society to active-designing and creative
Society on a planet.
4. Creation of new architecture of the international order and cancellation of the former. New
International organization of the States with the enlarged number of the countries, endowed
with veto right in Security Council and three-stage mechanism of elimination of veto with
the invitation of the problem country or some states to diplomatic dialogue should replace 70
years old United Nations.
5. Introduction of new international currency based on a natural equivalent - geosgas (means
terrestrial, wise).
6. Elimination of economic sanctions, their full replacement by political-diplomatic levers of
interoperability.

